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Mauna Loa’s spectacular eruption occurs first time in four decades

Hawaii volcano sprays fountains of lava 
LOS ANGELES: Fountains of lava and rivers of
molten rock were spewing from the world’s biggest
volcano Friday, as the first eruption there in almost
four decades showed no signs of abating.

Two fissures on Mauna Loa were venting huge
volumes of viscous rock and gases from deep within
the Earth, in a thunderous display of the power of
nature. Vulcanologists said they were watching lava
flows heading towards a highway on Hawaii’s
largest island, though they still believe the eruption,
which began Sunday, posed no immediate threat to
humans. “The Northeast Rift Zone eruption of
Mauna Loa continues, with two active fissures feed-
ing lava flows downslope,” the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) said on Thursday.

“Fissure 3 remains the dominant source of the
largest lava flow. The fissure 3 lava flows are travel-
ing to the north toward the Daniel K Inouye
Highway (Saddle Road) but have reached relatively
flatter ground and have slowed down significantly
as expected.” The molten rock was travelling at
around 130 feet (40 meters) per hour and was still a
few miles (kilometers) from the road.

“Advance rates may be highly variable over the
coming days and weeks due to the way lava is
emplaced on flat ground,” the USGS said. “At the
rate observed over the past 24 hours, the earliest
the lava flow might be expected to reach the Daniel
K Inouye Highway (Saddle Road) is one week.”

But, the agency warned, volcanoes can be unpre-
dictable and these calculations could change.

The other fissure still producing lava is sending it
northeast, while plumes of volcanic gas were lofting
high into the air and Pele’s Hair was falling to earth.
Pele’s Hair is fine strands of volcanic glass formed
when lava skeins cool quickly in the air.

‘Long Mountain’ 
Named after Pele, the Hawaiian goddess of vol-

canoes, the strands can be very sharp and pose
potential danger to skin and eyes. Scientists say
their seismic monitoring equipment was detecting a
large number of earthquakes around the two active
fissures. “This indicates that magma is still being

supplied, and activity is likely to continue as long as
we see this signal,” the USGS said. Pressure has
been building at Mauna Loa for years, but it has not
erupted since 1984. Fountains of lava as high as 200
feet have been observed this week, lighting up the
night sky in a spectacle that could be seen from
Kona, a town 45 miles away.

The largest volcano on Earth by volume, Mauna
Loa, whose name means “Long Mountain,” is larger
than the rest of the Hawaiian islands combined. The
volcano’s submarine flanks stretch for miles to an
ocean floor that is in turn depressed by Mauna
Loa’s great mass-making its summit some 11 miles
above its base, according to the USGS. One of six

active volcanoes on the Hawaiian islands, Mauna
Loa has erupted 33 times since 1843.

Its most recent eruption, in 1984, lasted 22 days.
Kilauea, a volcano on the southeastern flank of
Mauna Loa, erupted almost continuously between
1983 and 2019, and a minor eruption there has been
ongoing for months. —AFP

This image released by the US Geological Survey (USGS) on November 29, 2022, shows an aerial photograph of the dominant fissure 3 erupting on the Northeast Rift Zone
of Mauna Loa in Hawaii. —AFP

Democrats shake up 
2024 presidential 
primary calendar
BOSTON: Democrats voted on Friday to shake up
their presidential primaries calendar in 2024 to give
greater sway to African Americans in choosing the
party’s White House candidate. The surprise move
came one day after President Joe Biden, who has
said he plans another White House run in 2024, sug-
gested changes to the Democratic Party’s presiden-
tial nominating calendar.

The eyes of the world have traditionally been
focused every four years on rural, overwhelmingly
white Iowa and tiny New Hampshire as the kickoff
states for the months-long process of selecting
presidential candidates. Biden, in a letter on
Thursday to the Democratic National Committee’s
rules and bylaws committee, proposed that the first
Democratic primary of 2024 be held in South
Carolina, which has a large Black population.

The committee, in a voice vote, approved the
move on Friday with only the members from Iowa
and New Hampshire opposing the change. The new
calendar will be put to a vote of the full DNC in
February 2023. Biden’s victory in the Democratic
presidential primary in South Carolina in 2020
helped revive his flagging candidacy and propelled
the former vice president to the nomination and
eventually the White House.

In his letter, Biden said, “You cannot be the
Democratic nominee and win a general election
unless you have overwhelming support from voters
of color-and that includes Black, Brown and Asian
American & Pacific Islander voters. “For decades,
Black voters in particular have been the backbone
of the Democratic Party but have been pushed to

the back of the early primary process,” he said.
“It is time to stop taking these voters for granted,

and time to give them a louder and earlier vote in
the process.” The new primary calendar calls for the
first contest to be held in South Carolina on
February 3, followed by Nevada and New
Hampshire on February 6, Georgia on February 13
and Michigan on February 27.

Biden’s proposed changes received a chilly
reception from Democratic leadership in Iowa and
New Hampshire. “Small rural states like Iowa must
have a voice in our presidential nominating
process,” Iowa Democratic Party chair Ross
Wilburn said.“Democrats cannot forget about entire
groups of voters in the heart of the Midwest with-
out doing significant damage to the party for a gen-
eration.” In New Hampshire, Democratic Party chair
Ray Buckley insisted the northeastern state “will be
holding our primary first.” —AFP

Guard shot at 
Pakistan’s 
Kabul embassy
KABUL: A security guard was wounded Friday by
shots fired at Pakistan’s embassy in the Afghan
capital, in what Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif
called “an assassination attempt” on the head of
the mission. “I demand immediate investigation &
action against perpetrators of this heinous act,”
Sharif tweeted.

A Kabul police spokesman said one suspect had
been arrested and two light weapons seized after
security forces swept a nearby building “and pre-
vented the continuation of gunfire”. Although
Pakistan does not officially recognize Afghanistan’s
Taleban government, it kept its embassy open even
as the hardline Islamists took over in August last
year, and maintains a full diplomatic mission.

An embassy official told AFP a lone attacker
“came behind the cover of houses and started fir-
ing”. “The ambassador and all the other staff are
safe, but we are not going outside of the embassy
building as a precaution,” he said. A spokesman for

Afghanistan’s foreign ministry said they strongly
condemned the “failed attack”.

“The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan will not
allow any malicious actors to pose a threat to the
security of diplomatic missions in Kabul,” it said in a
statement. “Security agencies will investigate this
incident seriously. After identifying the perpetrators,
they will be punished according to law.”

The attack comes just days after Hina Rabbani
Khar, Pakistan’s minister of state for foreign affairs,
visited Kabul for talks with the Taleban government.

Pakistan has complicated relations with the
Taleban, with Islamabad long accused of support-
ing the Islamists even while backing the US-led
invasion of Afghanistan that toppled them follow-
ing the 9/11 attacks. Pakistan is home to more than
a million Afghan refugees, and the porous border
they share is frequently the scene of clashes. Last
month a gunman shot dead a Pakistan security
guard at the Chaman border crossing, leading to
its closure for a week.

On Monday, Pakistan’s separate but home-grown
Taleban — whose leaders and fighters have long
operated from Afghanistan — said they were end-
ing a shaky ceasefire with Islamabad. Since return-
ing to power in August last year, the Afghan Taleban
have insisted they would not allow foreign militant
groups to operate from home soil. —AFP

BOSTON: US President Joe Biden participates in an
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
phone bank in Boston, Massachusetts, on December
2, 2022. —AFP


